Chinese Bible School
MONTHLY REPORT—October 2022
Dear brothers and sisters in Christ, we are thankful for your prayers and support.
Because of your help, the gospel of Jesus Christ continues to be proclaimed to more
than 1.4 billion in the Chinese-speaking world via internet evangelism. We also
invite you to continue to pray for the people in China that they may be soon
relieved from the psychological burden of endless rounds of testing and the fear of
not having a green pass under China’s Zero-Covid Policy.
We are glad the first eleven video lessons of the book of Genesis both in Traditional
and Simplified Chinese versions have been completed and reviewed. They are
ready to upload to the Chinese Bible School website. This is the first time we use
the 4K format to produce videos. The quality of the final videos is amazing. Special
thanks to the World Video Bible School (WVBS) for allowing us to use the
graphics and video clips from the video The Reality of Noah’s Ark/The Global
Flood. Many of them were used to illustrate the dimensions of the ark and the scale
of the global flood recorded in Genesis chapters 7 and 8 (in our video lessons 5 and
6). If you are not yet seen this video, I encourage you to watch this great video by
clicking the following link: https://video.wvbs.org/video/the-reality-of-noahs-arkthe-global-flood/
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In addition, a short video titled “Creation: HIStory / OUR Story” (at https://
video.wvbs.org/video/creation-history-our-story/) from WVBS was translated to
Chinese and used as an introduction of the Genesis chapter 1 in the video lesson 2.
We have been trying our best to take advantage of the videos and graphics available
from WVBS. We are also thankful to brother Mat Cain in WVBS for making highquality maps of the Table of Nations (the descendants of Japheth, Ham, and Shem
in Genesis 10, in video lesson 7), the Journey of Abraham (Genesis 12-13, in video
lesson 8), and the Four Kings’ Invasion (Genesis 14, in video lesson 9). I am also
grateful to my wife Yolanda for designing most of the onscreen graphics and to
brother Chin Young in Malaysia for his professional productions of the onscreen
graphics.

Video reviews are also important before they can be released to the public. The
Traditional Chinese videos were reviewed by brethren in Taiwan where Traditional
Chinese is used and the Simplified Chinese videos were reviewed by the brethren in
China and Malaysia where Simplified Chinese is used. I am thankful to all the
reviewers (six of them) for their tedious review to make sure the correctness of the
verse numbers and Chinese characters (especially in Simplified Chinese which I am
less familiar with) in the onscreen graphics.
We hope and pray that the time we invested in making these biblical video lessons
will be able to draw people’s interest to learn the truth presented in the Bible.
May our God receive all the glory!
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